
Activation / Reactivation $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00

$72,60 $108,90 $166,98 $275,88 $435,60 $2.003,76 $2.613,60

1 1 1 1 1 N/A N/A

5 25 50 125 250 600 1000

5 25 50 125 250 600 1000

Billing increment Voice: 20 / 20 seconds

Billing increment Data: 5000 B / 100 B

$6,05 $5,08 $4,36 $3,63 $2,90 $4,36 $2,61 (1 MB = 1.000 kB = 1.000.000 B)

$0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70

$0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70 $0,70

$0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57

$13,07 $13,07 $13,07 $13,07 $13,07 $13,07 $13,07

$0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57 $0,57

$0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00

$0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00 $0,00

$0,87 $0,87 $0,87 $0,87 $0,87 $0,87 $0,87

There is no rollover to the next month of unused in bundle data.

per month

$38,50
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2 separate telephone lines are provided, each with its own 

telephone number

GO! 1000

annual

Monthly / annual fee

Minimum commitment in month *

per tariff plan

to fixed lines

The tariff plan "GO! 5 monthly" is only available for new activations. It is 

not possible to change the tariff plan of an active SIM card to this plan.

GO! 50

monthly

GO! 125

monthly

Iridium Certus 100 GO! exec excl. VAT 
GO! 600

annual

per MB

per minute

GO 250

monthly

In Bundle (MB) monthly / annual

Voicemailbox

Data

out of Bundle (MB)

Outgoing calls

to cellular

to Iridium

Tariff Plan
GO! 5

monthly

to other satellite networks

Monthly fee will be charged prorated in the month of activation, the in 

bundle allowance will be applied prorated as well. Regardless of the 

exact deactivation date, the monthly fee is charged in full in the month 

of deactivation.

call forwarding to Voicemail

in bundle minutes voice to fixed  / cellular

monthly / annual

Annual plan: The annual fee and the annual in bundle volume is valid 

for one year starting as of the day of activation. Example: A contract 

activated on 10th  March runs until 9th March of the next year.

* The initial month of activation will not count towards the minimum 

commitment period if activation occurs after the 1st of the month.

per minute

It is not possible to activate several SIM cards for one device at the 

same time.

Public Static IP

Public Dynamic IP

Iridium 2 stage dialing

Add. services

Incoming calls

GO! 25

monthly

from Iridium

Activation will require both the IMEI of the device and the SIM ID of the 

SIM card. SIMs cannot be moved between terminals.


